Find that verb

When you look up a verb in the dictionary, you’ll often find that the form of the verb in the dictionary is different from the form of the verb in your book.

For example:

- Habla en español.
- Elige la respuesta correcta.

For example:

- hablar verb to speak
- elegir verb to choose

This is because the dictionary gives verbs in the infinitive.

To find the right meaning of verbs, remember:
- infinitives always end in -ar, -er, or -ir.
- always make sure the word you find makes sense in the context!

Choose the right verb

Read the four instructions and then
- tick the right infinitive a, b, or c
- complete the English sentence.

Example:
1 ¡Escribe una postal!
   a esconder verb to hide
   b escribir verb to write
   c escoger verb to choose

2 ¡Haz una encuesta!
   a hallar verb to find
   b hablar verb to speak
   c hacer verb to make, to do

3 ¡Di la palabra en español!
   a decir verb to say
   b decidir verb to decide
   c dar verb to give

4 ¡Toma una carta!
   a tocar verb to touch
   b torcer verb to turn
   c tomar verb to take

Verbs in the dictionary

Find the right verbs in the dictionary, and write what the instructions mean in English.

1 Termina las oraciones.
   ________________ the sentences.

2 Subraya el número correcto.
   ________________ the right number.

3 Aprende las palabras.
   ________________ the words.